


Housekeeping 
730 

 Fire exits 
 Amenities 
 WiFi password    
 Phones on silent, please step out if you need to take a call  
 Photos and film footage  
 Save questions to the end  
 Taylor over on the side capturing the discussion  

 
 

 Menti meter www.menti.com  

Wifi Network: Doubletree Conference Wireless  
Click Option ''A'' 
Access Code: EVENTIN2019  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, My name is Shenagh I will be the MC  today Executive Manager Environment and Community at City of Darwin. My team are responsible for implementing the Climate Emergency Response, and for bringing together today’s event. I’ve been working in the area of climate change and environemnt at City of Dariwn for over five years now, and it is a really important time for us that we are here discussing the climate emergency. You may have heard that the Lord Mayor is unwell. It takes a lot to stop a Lord Mayor and this illness has indeed prevented him from all other engagements this week; however due to the incredible importance e of this event, and the attendance and participation of all of you hear, Lord Mayor will be joining us, although not at the time reflected in your program. We have quite a number of speakers and tight timeframes, so I thank you for your patience as some of the scheduling changes, but I am sure we can all be flexible to any slight delays or changes. Run through the housekeeping Introduce menti meter – ask everyone to get online and quickly vote 

http://www.menti.com/


How is the temperature in the room?  

 www.menti.com 
 Code: 263167 
 Results  
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Wifi Network: Doubletree Conference Wireless  
Click Option ''A'' 
Access Code: EVENTIN2019  
 

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/cb0856f8aa05
https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/cb0856f8aa05


 
What type of organisation do you represent today? 

 www.menti.com 
 Code: 263167 
 Results  
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Wifi Network: Doubletree Conference Wireless  
Click Option ''A'' 
Access Code: EVENTIN2019  
 

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/63feeff17ec1
https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/dbe2750f41de


What are your key climate concerns? (up to 3) 

 www.menti.com 
 Code: 263167 
 Results 
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Wifi Network: Doubletree Conference Wireless  
Click Option ''A'' 
Access Code: EVENTIN2019  
 

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/63feeff17ec1
https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/63feeff17ec1


Program for the day 

Session 1  
• Welcome to Country  
• Keynote Speaker  
• The Science & the Response 
• Lord Mayor 
• Q and A  
• Morning tea at 10:30  

Session 2  
• Why is this an emergency 
• Perspectives on a changing climate  
• Q and A  
• Tabletop Exercise 
• Lunch at 1:15 
• Commitment to Action  
• Big Problems need Big Ideas  
• Networking drinks from 3:00 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about CoD Climate Emergency Declaration??? 



Welcome to Country 
745  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7:45-7:55Mya Gregory Jason Lee on Didj



Sarah Barker  
Head of Climate Risk Governance, Minter Ellison  
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Climate risk through a 
finance and liability risk lens 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
8:10-8:50 (Half hour talk plus time for questions) Climate-risk through a finance and liability risk lensHEAD OF CLIMATE RISK GOVERNANCE, MINTER ELLISON B.Com (ACC & FIN), LLB (Hons), M.Env (Hons) Sarah has two decades' experience as a corporate lawyer, and is regarded as one of the world's foremost experts on investment governance and corporate disclosure issues relating to climate change.  Her expertise is sought by public and private sector clients across Australasia, and by globally.Sarah is also a non-executive director of the FUM Emergency Services & State Super and the Responsible Investment Association Australasia. She is also  on the Steering Committee of the Australian Sustainable Finance Initiative. She teaches the Company Directors' Course and Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership programmes, and is an academic visitor at the University of Oxford. 



Young people become vocal: LAUNCH coverage  

• https://www.facebook.com/launchdarwin/videos/5221121
05189977/  
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https://www.facebook.com/launchdarwin/videos/522112105189977/
https://www.facebook.com/launchdarwin/videos/522112105189977/


The Science and Response 

• Beyond Zero Emissions 
• CSIRO 
• Menzies School of Health Research 
• (Lord Mayor Welcome)  
• City of Darebin 
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Wifi Network: Doubletree Conference Wireless  
Click Option ''A'' 
Access Code: EVENTIN2019  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this session we have FOUR presentations who will each talk about the climate science and various responses.A reminder that we are moving quickly through our presenters today and as such I will ask that we hold questions to the end for the Q and A panel. 



Lachlan Rule 
Beyond Zero Emissions 

The 10 Gigawatt Vision 
How renewable energy can 
power jobs and investment 
in the Northern Territory 
 
 
 
 
(Skype) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lachlan is the Project Lead for Beyond Zero Emission’s Repowering our Regions work. Repowering our Regions takes this  research and applies it to fossil fuel dependent towns and communities around Australia – showing a low-carbon, prosperous future is possible now. Lachlan was a researcher and editor of the 10Gigawatt Vision document. This document lays out a pathway for the NT to  achieve 10GW of renewable energy by [check date] 



Dr. Chris Chilcott 
Research Leader Northern Australia development CSIRO 

Climate in the Top End 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Chris Chilcott is a rangeland ecologist with over 20 years’ experience in the agricultural sector, largely in livestock industries. Chris leads CSIRO’s work on developing Northern Australia based at the Darwin laboratory. He is responsible for facilitating strategic, multidisciplinary and collaborative research relevant to the development of the north. Chris’ most recent research has focused on identifying the scale and location of opportunities for developing northern Australia including work relating to mosaic irrigation, transport logistics and biosecurity.Chris has professional experience in animal industries, pastoral production and rangeland management. He has been instrumental in leading complex industry developments, development of strategic policy and advising on international trade and market developments to enable growth in key sectors. Chris has strong experience and established relationships with governments across the north, including Northern Territory, Queensland and Western Australia and our South-east Asian trading partners.Chris has a PhD in Ecosystem Management from the University of New England, and a BSc in Environmental Science from Murdoch University. He brings to CSIRO a strong strategic acuity, an impressive depth of knowledge of industry supply chains and a strong commitment to the sustainable development of the north.



Prof. Suzanne Belton 
Consultant, Menzies School of Health Research 

Human health and climate  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assoc. Professor Suzanne Belton is the NT Branch President of the Public Health Association of Australia. She taught the Masters of Public Health at Menzies School of Health Research for 5 years while conducting research studies in SE Asia China and the NT. Public health is concerned with the health of populations and groups of people, it uses scientific evidence to advocate for policies and legislation that improve the wellbeing and health of Australians. Prevention, harm minimisation and human rights are principles that guide Suzanne’s work.   



Lord Mayor of Darwin the Hon. Kon Vatskalis 
0800 

The Climate Emergency – 
Our moral obligation to 
future generations  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And of course, without any further adieu I would like to introduce the Right Worshipful, the Honorable Lord Mayor Kon Vatskalis.  I’d like to acknowledge Minister for Infrastructure and Planning Eva LawlerNT Government  ministers xxx andAll the Business and government leaders here this morning I welcome you all here today to open the discussion about this critical matter – Climate Change



 

15 
Source:NASA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Lord Mayor of the City of Darwin, I have grown increasingly alarmed at the escalation of climatic issues affecting our City, the Northern Territory, our Nation and the World.  [slide of global impacts] I believe that we must, as Government and Business leaders, take action to help our community prepare, respond and adapt to climate change. Firstly we need to acknowledge that our current approach to reducing emissions is not enough; business as usual is not enough.  Action is required to reduce emissions; we need to find ways to capture carbon from the atmosphere and ways to adapt to the unprecedented changes in our climate. 



Australian annual mean temperature anomaly 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us consider some factsWe have just come out of one of our driest wet seasons on record and there are predictions of another delayed and reduced wet season. [update with recent BoM predictions]  BoM slide  Water supplies in our rural areas are running dry and Darwin’s water supply is at risk of no recharge if we do not receive the rain we need this year.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Severe weather events exacerbated by the increased intensity of Tropical Cyclones are a constant threat to Darwin and surrounding communities, with the memory of Cyclone Tracy’s devastation still tormenting many of us. [cyclone slide]



Cyclone Trevor Evacuation 

Source: ABC online  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every year communities across the Top End of Australia are threatened with evacuation and extended periods away from their community. These people are Australia’s climate refugees. [slide of recent evacuations in Darwin] 



Cyclone Marcus 2018 

Mitchell St, Larrakeyah Pittman Crt, Malak 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2018 in Darwin, Cyclone Marcus wreaked havoc across our city.  It levelled over 10,000 trees and cost of more than $85M in insurance losses and more than $15M to City of Darwin. [aerial shot from Marcus]



Darwin Declares Climate Emergency 

20 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is as a result of these issues, and many others, that on 31 July this year City of Darwin declared a climate emergency. [photo of news article? LM declaration] In doing so we joined over 1000 jurisdictions worldwide and more than 70 Australian councils, including the ACT and SA governments, in recognising that human induced climate change represents a substantial threat to our community and our local environment. At City of Darwin we have been addressing climate change for some years -In 2011 we developed and adopted a Climate Change Action Plan 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At City of Darwin we have been addressing climate change for some years -In 2011 we developed and adopted a Climate Change Action Plan Through that Plan we have introduced rooftop solar across most Council buildings – which is saving us around $400,000 annually and reducing our emissions substantiallySince 2015 as part of our Coastal Erosion Management Strategy we have invested $3M into protection works at along the Nightcliff foreshore. As part of our Smart Darwin Strategy we are swapping over 8700 street lights to LEDs, which will save around 75% carbon emissions, reducing bills by nearly 50% and generating carbon credits to be traded on the open market. Just last week I announced the biggest ever contract awarded by City of Darwin and it is to manage the Shoal Bay Waste Management Facility. Through better management of this facility we will achieve further emissions reductions from our own operations and from the Darwin community in general. These small changes continue to reduce our emissions every year, working towards net zero emissions by 2030 



City of Darwin Climate Emergency 

• Engagement 
• Rapid Decarbonisation 
• Adaptation  
• Innovation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 More recently we laid out our Emergency Response and this includes - An organisation wide audit of our business processes to find ways to reduce emissions throughout our organisation Opportunities for adaptation in the delivery of services to the community, including a risk  assessment of critical assets based on climate projections Where innovative technologies can be developed– such as opportunities for carbon sequestration; to draw carbon out of the atmosphere and store it.  And we are seeking to appoint a Climate Emergency Project Officer who will drive the development of our Response.  City of Darwin has declared its commitment to take action to combat the devastating effects of climate change and today I am asking you, as Government and Business leaders to join us  We want to know from you – What impacts that you are already experiencing How you are, or plan to, manage those impactWhat you expect to see in the future and What we as can do to support you in the face of these changes.   Again, thank you for attending and I look forward to the discussion.



Mayor Susan Rennie and Sally Moxham 
City of Darebin 

Darebin to Darwin –  
 
City of Darebin's Climate 
Emergency journey 
 
 
 
 
 
(Skype) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
City of Darebin was the first jurisdiction to declare a climate emergency, back in 2016. Since then over 70 council across Australia have and thousands of organisations internationally have declared a climate emergency, Susan is the Mayor of Darebin and is enormously enthusiastic about the many ways in which local governments can shape and improve the lives of communities.  AND  Sally MoxhamManager Climate Emergency and Sustainable Transport, City of Darebin Sally manages over 30 staff in the Transport Engineering, Climate Emergency and Environment teams for City of Darebin, and has successfully implemented a Solar Saver Program, which is the largest residential solar installation program run in Australia. 



Q and A Session  

• Sarah Barker  
• Lachlan Rule BZE (via skype) 
• Chris Chilcott, CSIRO 
• Suzanne Belton Menzies 
• Susan Rennie and Sally Moxham  

 
• (also go to www.menti.com to ask a question) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If I can please invite all speaker up onto the stage now for the Q and A session. Sample questions to get the ball rolling… City of Darebin – As the first jurisdiction to declare a climate emergency, what do you think about the huge momentum that is now growing? how has your community responded to your action on the Climate Emergency? How have you engaged businesses? For each of the panellists what do you see as being the number 1 critical issue that isn’t being talked about with regards to your field and Climate Change 



Session 1 Wrap Up  
1025 

What we covered  
• Lord Mayor  
• Cyclone Marcus, human impacts  
• Climate Risk  
• The Science & the Response 
• Q and A  

 

Next Session 
• Why is this an emergency 
• Perspectives on a changing climate  
• Q and A  
• Tabletop Exercise 
• Lunch at 1:15 
• Commitment to Action  
• Big Problems need Big Ideas  
• Networking drinks from 3:00 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you to all of the panelists and to all of you for your great questions and participation todayThis brings  Session 1 to a close. Morning tea and stretch legsWe will be reconvening at 11am for a session that will include presentations that share some diverse perspective on climate changeCheck out the Virtual Reality thing in the foyer (I will play short video about it shortly) Encourage attendees to try Caro’s VR Play Caro’s videoReconvene at 11:00 



Morning tea 

• Go see Caro for Storm Dog  
• Review of program 
• Registrations for Session 2 are already underway  
• Quick explanation of Session 2  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsqTjf5Oz9g




Session 2 – housekeeping reminder  
1100 

• Fire exits 
• Where are toilets  
• WiFi password    
• Phones on silent, please step out  
• Breakfast will come around 
• Save questions to the end  
• Taylor over on the side capturing the discussion  
• Menti meter www.mentimeter.com  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HousekeepingReflect on the morningIntroduce Trent Lee

http://www.mentimeter.com/


 
What type of organisation do you represent 
today? 

• www.menti.com  
• Code: 263167 
• Results  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we come in from morning tea, and welcome a lot of new participants I would like to introduce menti meterWe did this in the first session, so we will do it again. 

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/63feeff17ec1
https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/dbe2750f41de


Welcome to Country  

 



Lord Mayor of Darwin the Hon. Kon Vatskalis 

The Climate Emergency 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Roundtable  Good morning and welcome to the Lord Mayor Community Roundtable to address the climate emergency  Earlier this morning we had a welcome to country from Trent Lee, but as we have more people in the room now I would like to take this moment to acknowledge that we are meeting on Larrakia land and that I pay respect to their elders; past, present and emerging.  I would also like to acknowledge you all here today – members of our community and people representing organisations including - Health Research Social services Businesses Industry  As Lord Mayor of the City of Darwin, I am alarmed at the current escalation in climatic issues affecting our City, the Northern Territory, our Nation and the World.  [slide of global impacts]



Extreme Heat Waves 
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ABC December 2018 
Extreme heatwaves are 
forecast to sweep 
through parts of Australia 
over the Christmas and 
New Year period, with 
some locations set to 
swelter in the 40s for 
days on end and average 
temperatures up to 12 
degrees higher than 
usual. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Lord Mayor of the City of Darwin, I am alarmed at the current escalation in climatic issues affecting our City, the Northern Territory, our Nation and the World. We have just come out of one of our driest wet seasons on record, with further predictions of a delayed and reduced wet season. [update with recent BoM predictions]  BoM slide Water supplies in our rural areas are running dry and the entire Darwin water supply is at risk of no recharge if we do not receive the rain we need this year.   Severe weather events exacerbated by the increased intensity of Tropical Cyclones are a constant threat in Darwin and our surrounding communities, with memories of the devastating effects of Cyclone Tracy still fresh many peoples’ minds. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2018 in Darwin, Cyclone Marcus wreaked havoc across our city. It levelled over 10,000 trees and cost of more than $85M in insurance losses and more than $15M to City of Darwin. [aerial shot from Marcus] 



Climate Emergency Declaration 

• 1,195 jurisdictions in 25 countries  
• Populations covered by jurisdictions that have declared a 

climate emergency amount to 454 million citizens,  
• 53 million of these living in the United Kingdom 
• In Britain now roughly 80% of the population lives in 

areas that have declared a climate emergency 
• In New Zealand, the percentage is 74%  
• It’s around 25% in countries like Switzerland and Italy. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is as a result of these issues and many more that on 31 July this year City of Darwin has declared a climate emergency.  We must at all levels of Government take action to prepare, respond and adapt to climate change, in a manner that strengthens our resilience in delivering government services to our community.



National Declarations 

• 29 April 2019 Welsh Parliament was the first national  
(28 April 2019  the First Minister of Scotland declared a climate 
emergency on behalf of her government)  
• 1 May 2019  United Kingdom  
• 3 May 2019 Gibraltar Parliament  
• 9 May  Republic of Ireland  
• 10 May  Isle of Man  
• 7 June  Portugal  
• 17 June  Canadian House of Commons  
• 27 June  French parliament  
• 17 July  Argentina. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 City of Darwin has declared its commitment to action on the devastating effects of climate change and by doing so joins over 1000  jurisdictions worldwide, including more than 70 Australian councils, including the ACT government; SA government in recognising that human induced climate change represents a substantial threat to our community and the local environment we cherish.  In 2011 we developed and adopted a Climate Change Action Plan Through that Plan we have introduced rooftop solar across most Council buildings – which is saving us around $400,000 annually and reducing our emissions substantiallySince 2015 as part of our Coastal Erosion Management Strategy we have invested $3M into protection works at along the Nightcliff foreshore. As part of our Smart Darwin Strategy we are swapping over 8700 street lights to LEDs, which will save around 75% carbon emissions, reducing bills by nearly 50% and generating carbon credits to be traded on the open market. Just last week I announced the biggest ever contract awarded by City of Darwin and it is to manage the Shoal Bay Waste Management Facility. Through better management of this facility we will achieve further emissions reductions from our own operations and from the Darwin community in general. These small changes continue to reduce our emissions every year, working towards net zero emissions by 2030  We acknowledge that our current approach to reducing emissions is not enough; business as usual is not enough.  We need to take action to immediately reduce emissions, find ways to capture carbon from the atmosphere and look for ways to adapt to the unprecedented changes in our climate.  Council has laid out a way forward to develop our Emergency Response. This will include engagement at all levels, Rapid decarbonisation throughout our organisation,Adaptation to prepare for the impacts of climate change and innovation to welcome technologies that are yet to be developed but will help us tackle this climate emergency.As part of our response we will soon be appointing a Climate Emergency Project Officer who will drive the development of our Response.  And we welcome you all here to open up the discussion about this critical matter.  We want to hear from you;  the impacts that you are already experiencing what you are doing to manage those impactswhat you expect to see in the future and what we can do to support you in the face of these changes.   Again, thank you for attending and I look forward to the discussion. 



City of Darwin’s climate emergency response 
will focus on four key elements: 

1. Engagement 
2. Decarbonisation  
3. Adaptation  
4. Innovation  
 
Which of these are you most interested in today?  
(go to www.menti.com)  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Lord Mayor for reiterating the importance of declaring a climate emergency, and putting this into a global context As the Lord Mayor mentioned, City of Darwin has endorsed an approach for the Climate Emergency Response Plan This will focus on EngagementDecarbonisation Adaptation Innovation Now that you are all familiar with menti meter, please get online and anser the question: which of these elements are you most interested in today. 



Climate perspectives 

• Larrakia Rangers 
• Australian Youth Coalition for Climate  
• Royal Darwin and Palmerston Hospitals 

 



Larrakia Rangers  

 A new collaboration to 
monitor atmospheric 
changes in the tropics  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a new partnership with CSIRO’s Climate Science Centre, Larrakia Rangers have been providing operational support and air sample collection at the Northern Territory Baseline Air Pollution Station at Gunn Point since 2018. Operated by CSIRO since 2010 in collaboration with other research partners (BoM, ANSTO, Macquarie University), NT BAPS is part of a global network of stations designed to provide high quality data on greenhouse gases (GHGs) and airborne particles to the World Meteorological Organisation’s Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) program. Measurements of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and airborne particles at NT BAPS contributes to the data needed to answer key questions about global carbon accounting and climate especially in the tropics where these processes are poorly understood due to a lack of atmospheric observations. Presenters: Larrakia Rangers The Larrakia Rangers are a long-running, urban-based Aboriginal Ranger group. Our 14 Rangers work across Larrakia land and sea country, which comprises the greater Darwin region west across the Cox Peninsula and east to the Adelaide River.  



Arne Orstavik  
Australian Youth Climate Coalition 

Youth perspective on the 
climate emergency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arne is a passionate young person who is active in the Darwin community. He is an AYCC member, Youth programs Trainee and currently completing a Diploma of Event Management. Arne believes his generation will feel the impacts of climate issues most severely and is committed to personally making changes and inspiring others to take action. 



Dr Mark de Souza  
Emergency Physician, Royal Darwin and Palmerston Hospitals 

Health impacts of climate 
change  

40 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mark de Souza is a senior Emergency Physician working at Royal Darwin and Palmerston Hospitals.Darwin born and raised, he completed undergraduate and emergency medicine training in Adelaide and the UK before returning to Darwin in 2005 where the fascinating local case mix, proximity to family and a relaxed outdoor lifestyle converged.He became an active contributor to the climate change movement after he and his wife began to notice a failure in the passive cooling design of their home’s 2013 renovation during the steamier months of the Buildup.He has since spoken at several local climate change events regarding his observations of the acute and long-term health effects of increasing temperatures in the tropics.He has concerns about current waste management practices and the lack of renewable energy infrastructure in Australian homes, private and public building infrastructure, particularly after travelling to Europe and seeing first-hand the investment by individuals and governments in renewable energy technologies and waste recycling practices.He is presently campaigning to embed environmental sustainability practices within the Top End Health Service.



Climate perspectives Q and A  

• Jess and Steve  Larrakia Rangers 
• Arne Orstavik  Australian Youth Climate  

    Coalition 
• Mark de Souza  Royal Darwin and Palmerston 

    Hospital 
 
 

(also go to www.menti.com to ask a question) 
 



Working session – SCOR(E) the City of Darwin 
Emergency Response  
1205 

• Engagement 
• Decarbonisation  
• Adaptation  
• Innovation  

• S Strengths, Services, 
 Support  

• C Challenges, Capabilities  
 

• O Options, Opportunities  
 

• R Responses, Regulations, 
 Returns, Rewards 

• (E) Effectiveness, Efficient, 
 Elegant 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now is the part of the day that we get you working. Right before you have lunch in about an hour!! A critical purpose of this Roundtable is to hear from  you about what CoD could and should be doing, You have heard the LM speak about our proposed approach to develop a climate Emergency Response, with four elements1. Engagement & Education2. Rapid Decarbonisation 3. Adaptation (including community and resilience)4. Innovation (sequestration and new energy sources)Each table will be assigned an element of the Climate Emergency Response and we will use what is known as a SCORE methodology. For those of you who have used a SWOT analysis, this is not dissimilar, but it is less linear and more iterative. SCORE also focuses on strengths, options and results. Each table work on key Climate Change Priorities1. Engagement & Education2. Rapid Decarbonisation 3. Adaptation (including community and resilience)4. Innovation (sequestration and new energy sources)NOTE: you can start anywhere, don’t necessarily start from top to bottom. Maybe you will go from the R – The response, and work back from there. And keep coming back around. Some City of Darwin staff will be around, between the tables, to facilitate as you move through this activity 



What are your key climate concerns? (up to 3) 

• www.menti.com 
• Results 

 
 
 

 
and now you can go to lunch 
1:15  
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https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/63feeff17ec1
https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/63feeff17ec1




Summary of SCOR(E)  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the directionsMenti meter? 



Big problems need… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the time for innovationFrom everything you have heard today, 



What is the most critical area of action for City 
of Darwin?  

• www.menti.com 
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https://www.mentimeter.com/s/0b75dd84af385dbda6737d0e490c172d/63feeff17ec1


One final vote! 

What will you commit to after everything you have heard 
today? 
 
www.menti.com  
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http://www.menti.com/


Closing remarks 

• Thank you for your time and commitment today  
• There are drinks being served in the foyer 
• Don’t forget to check out Storm Dog  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Lord Mayor??) 14.45	MC - Closing remarks - Summary of key outcomes of the day and where to from here?- don’t forget Caros VR if you haven’t already given it a go.15.00	Networking and afternoon tea provided at the rear of the room 15.30	Roundtable concludes15:30	Bump out commences
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